Compact and affordable, the Carbonite Black Solo 1ME production switcher is built with the tools to create a top-notch show – wherever you take it!

Features/Benefits

• 9 IN / 6 OUT or 13 IN / 6 OUT for small-scale productions.

• Main ME with major effects and keying power, along with 2 built-in MiniMEs for additional production resources.

• Internal video processing and monitoring tools to reduce external gear.

• Simple control with an ergonomic control panel, DashBoard software and ViewControl touchscreen.
USB MEDIA PLAYER
Dedicated single-channel clip player built directly into the production switcher, for simple playout of video clips directly from a connected USB-media drive. There is no other production switcher in the world with this kind of built-in functionality.

BIG SWITCHER MACROS & MEMORIES
Smaller switchers generally feature base-level custom controls and memories, but not Carbonite Black Solo. Employ fine-tuned custom control macros and a highly-customizable memory system for smooth recall of complex scenes and events.

THREE VERSATILE CONFIGURATIONS
Available in an easily-transported all-in-one switcher, 1RU chassis with software control, or separate panel and chassis combo.